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Today in luxury:

Kering urges dismissal of "false" lawsuit over eyewear origin

Kering is prepared to fight Selima Optique every step of the way in a lawsuit accusing the luxury operator of labeling
certain eyewear as "Made in Italy" when the pieces may hail from China, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

This is what elderly millionaires spend their cash on in Japan

The president of Kyushu's biggest railway had a problem: too few people were riding his trains. The population was
getting older, and since retirees don't commute to work, the trick was getting people to want something they didn't
necessarily need. One answer: ultra-luxury trains, says Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Mercedes calls for lower taxes on luxury cars in India

German carmaker Mercedes-Benz has pitched for lower taxes on luxury cars in India, saying the move will help in
job creation as well as increase tax collection from the segment, reports The Times of India.

Click here to read the entire article on The Times of India

Sag Harbor residents try preservation push to thwart "mega-mansions"

As Rene Simons drives through a patch of the Hamptons that has drawn black families for generations, she points
with pride at modest homes that once hosted such luminaries as singer Lena Horne and poet Langston Hughes, per
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the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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